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To meet the carbon neutralization goal and renewable energy development, it is of great
significance to promote the construction of gas-fired power generation for power peak
shaving. From the perspective of regional coordination (corresponding to three scenarios),
this paper systematically calculates the power peak shaving demand and the demand for
gas-fired power generation capacity in regions of China, by using Mathematical
Programming and Shapley value. Compared with the existing research, this paper may
make theoretical contributions to the following aspects: studying more spatial scopes and
time scales of peak shaving, analyzing the complete system of “coal power—renewable
energy—gas power”, and applying cooperative game model to peak shaving issue. We
find that, firstly, compared with the scenario of independent peak shaving in a single
province (Scenario 1), the peak shaving demands of load and renewable energy are greatly
reduced in the scenarios of areal coordination (Scenario 2) and national coordination
(Scenario 3), especially renewable energy; secondly, abandonment of 110,766MWh of
renewable energy power occurring in Scenario 2 is avoided in Scenario 3. Compared with
Scenario 2, the final peak shaving demands of seven areas in China are simultaneously
reduced in Scenario 3. The largest reduction rate is 14% from East China. Thirdly, with
deep peak shaving restricted by certain constraints, gas power generation for start-stop
peak shaving is inevitable. Compared with Scenario 2, national coordination (Scenario 3)
can eliminate 120,714 MW of start-stop peak shaving demand (SS-PSD); finally, flexibility
retrofit of existing facilities can further significantly curtail SS-PSD. Based on the above
research results, some recommendations are put forward, including developing areal
coordination and national coordination mechanisms for peak shaving, clarifying allocation
plan of SS-PSD based on the fairness principle (i.e., Shapley value) as soon as possible,
encouraging East China, Central China, and North China to take the lead in establishing
trading markets of SS-PSD, giving priority to meeting the most urgent and economic peak
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Abbreviations: D-PSD, deep peak shaving demand; F-PSD, peak shaving demand; id-PSD, intra-day peak shaving demand
(PSD between hours in a day); ih-PSD, intra-hour peak shaving demand (PSD betweenminutes in an hour); iw-PSD, intra-week
peak shaving demand (PSD between workdays and holidays or weekends); PSC, deep peak shaving capacity; PSD, final peak
shaving demand, including the following L-PSD and REP-PSD; PSD, PSD of load, including the following iw-PSD and id-PSD;
RC, required consumption-based capacity of renewable energy power (subsection 3.1.2.1); REP-PSD, PSD of renewable energy
power, including the following id-PSD and ih-PSD; RG, required consumption-based generation of renewable energy power
(subsection 3.1.2.1); SS-PSC, start-stop peak shaving capacity; SS-PSD, start-stop peak shaving demand.
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shaving demand, and establishing a coordination mechanism between new and old units
for flexibility retrofit.

Keywords: renewable energy, shapley value, peak shaving, gas-fired power generation, regional coordination,
capacity allocation, capacity trading, flexibility retrofit

1 INTRODUCTION

To meet the carbon neutralization goal, vigorously developing
renewable energy has been an important challenge worldwide,
and China is no exception. Table 1 shows the data of China’s
renewable energy power generation in 2020. According to
Table 1, in 2020, there is a certain proportion of renewable
power generation abandoned in China due to limited power peak
shaving capacity. As rapid development of renewable energy
power continues, China calls for more power peak shaving
capacity. According to The Letter on Soliciting the Weight of
Responsibility for Renewable Energy Power Consumption in 2021
and the Expected Target Suggestions for 2022–2030, which was
issued by the National Energy Administration of China in 2021,
the total installed capacity of wind and solar power is required to
reach more than 12 × 108 kWh in 2030. According to the plan of
National Energy Administration of China, each province ought to
raise the proportion of renewable energy power consumption to
40% by 2030.

Renewable energy power generation is characterized by
intermittency, randomness, and volatility, while the power
system needs to keep balance at any time. If the supply sector
lacks peak shaving capacity, end users have to cut down their
power consumption under pressure of balancing the power
system. The power rationing in California, United States and
Northeast China in 2021 are two examples.

In addition to wind and photovoltaic power, there are many other
ways to generate electricity including nuclear, hydro, coal, and gas
power. However, not all of them are competent in power peak
shaving. The nuclear power units need to operate stably for safety.
Water resources’ distribution is limited (Oil Observer, 2020). Coal
power has many drawbacks such as high pollution and limited peak
shaving ability (Zhang et al., 2011). Therefore, these power sources
hardly function as start-stop peak shaving energy.

Compared with other types of traditional power, natural gas
power has significant advantages of low carbon and pollution,
outstanding flexibility, and greater depth of peak shaving.

Consequently, it is the relatively ideal peak shaving resource.
In terms of low carbon and pollution, gas power emits 50% less
CO2 and 80% less NOx than coal power does. Moreover, there is
almost no SOx, particulate matter, solid waste, and heavy metals
(such as Mercury) emission of gas power (Li and Bai, 2010; Staple
and Bean, 2013; Chang et al., 2015). Meanwhile, gas power entails
less water and land resources (Staple and Bean, 2013). With the
promotion of coal to gas and the more natural gas utilization,
China’s particulate matter level has decreased significantly from
2015 to 2018 (IEA, 2019). In terms of outstanding flexibility, the
ramping rate of gas power plants (especially OCGT) is higher
than that of coal-fired power plants. Thus, the start-up time of gas
power plants is shorter. Start-up time refers to the time required
from start-up to achieve minimum stable load. Among the most
commonly used techniques, the average hot-start (idle for less
than 5 h) times (Agora, 2017; Glensk and Madlener, 2019) for
OCGT, CCGT, hard coal, and lignite power plants are 8, 75, 165,
and 300 min, respectively. The cold-start (idle for more than 40 h)
time for all types of power plant is two to three times longer than
hot-start time, except for OCGT. For OCGT, cold-start time are
similar to hot-start time. Power plants’ start-up time with the
latest technology is 20–40% less compared to that in the current
most commonly used technology, except for OCGT, whose start-
up time remained unchanged. In addition to affecting start-up
time, idle time of power plants also affects start-up costs. Gas
power plant’s start-up costs of hot-start, warm-start (idle time is
between 5 and 40 h), and cold-start (Glensk and Madlener, 2019)
are 57 €/MW, 83 €/MW, and 117 €/MW, respectively.
Considering start-up cost, regional coordinated peak shaving is
necessary for the smooth operation of power plants. In terms of
greater depth of peak shaving, the minimum load of OCGT,
CCGT, hard coal, and lignite is 20, 30, 25, and 35%, respectively in
the latest technology. What’s more, gas power can even reach an
100% peak shaving depth through start-stop operation, which is a
huge advantage over coal power.

Natural gas power generation began in the first half of the 20th
century and developed rapidly in the second half (Breeze, 2016).

TABLE 1 | China’s power generation in 2020.

Power Installed capacity
(108 kW)

Generation (108 kW) Capacity proportion
(%)

Generation proportion
(%)

Abandonment
proportion

Hydro 0 13,552 2 17 3%
Wind 3 4,665 13 6 3%
Solar 3 2,605 11 3 2%
Biomass 0 1,326 1 2 —

Thermal 12 52,800 56 67 —

Nuclear 4 3,663 17 5 —

Total 22 78,611 100 100 —

Source: China Electric Power Council, China National Energy Administration.
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As of today, gas-fired power generation keeps growing, but
mainly in developed regions and major gas-producing regions,
such as the US, Europe, and Russia. In case of confusion, “region”
in the paper refers to any geographic scope, including a province,
area, country and even country union like the European Union.
Among them, “area” specifically refers to a certain geographical
scope larger than a province but smaller than a country, such as
the area of North China. Currently, natural gas is the second
largest power source after coal worldwide. In 2019, gas-fired
power generation in the US, United Kingdom, and Japan
accounted for 38.63, 40.10, and 35% respectively of their total
power generation (Li, 2021).

Fighting against atmospheric pollution is a universal driver of
gas-fired power worldwide. For Europe and the US, increased
resource availability and higher consumption ability are also
important contributing factors. Unlike the US and Europe, air
pollution control (e.g., haze) is the main driver of fuel switching in
China (IEA, 2020a). In this context, coal-to-gas conversion in
China has occurred mainly in the industrial and residential
sectors (IEA, 2019), rather than in the power generation
sector. Since it is not a priority field for natural gas utilization,
gas-fired power in China has developed slowly (China Power
Network, 2021) (Yang, 2021). (East China Energy Supervision
Bureau, 2020). With large renewable energy power generation,
China needs to change the status. The China Natural Gas
Development Report (2021) published by the National Energy
Administration of China states that gas power peak shaving has
been positioned as an important part of future power systems
dominated by renewable energy (Li, 2021).

For transformation to a zero-carbon society, natural gas, as a
bridge energy, is a realistic option (Staple and Bean, 2013; Breeze,
2016; Cowell, 2020). This is reflected in the coal-to-gas trend in
many countries. With the development of renewable energies, the
trend of coal-to-gas conversion is replaced by transformation
from fossil to renewable energies (IEA, 2018), especially in the
power sector. As a result, gas power tends to provide flexible
auxiliary services for renewable energy generation (Breeze, 2016).
Detailed reasons are given as follows. Firstly, renewable energy
power is cleaner than gas power. In this respect, renewable energy
power is more suitable for base load power (IEA, 2019). Secondly,
gas-fired power is already less economical than renewable energy
generation (IEA, 2018, 2019, 2020), which drives gas-fired power
plants to change their role voluntarily. Despite low investment
(CAPEX), gas-fired power has higher operating costs (OPEX).
Therefore, gas power should be used for start-stop peak shaving.
Thirdly, compared to other types of conventional generation, the
main advantages of gas power are the speed and cost of start-stop
(especially OCGT). In this respect, gas power is the best
alternative for start-stop peak shaving (at least for the near term).

In addition to gas-fired power, other potential flexible energies
include hydrogen, batteries, and fuel cells. Given low-carbon
development goals, using fossil energy in cleaner ways (e.g.,
combined with CCUS technology) is expected to reduce
dependency on renewable energy. However, these technologies
are not yet economically viable, especially in large-scale
applications (Breeze, 2016; IEA, 2019; IEA, 2020b). Compared
to the above technologies, gas-fired power has such advantages as

being competent in all kinds of peak shaving like multi-time
interval (short-term and long-term) and large capacity. All in all,
gas-fired generation is undoubtedly the most desirable auxiliary
energy source in the short to medium term.

As gas power is shifting to mainly provide ancillary services, it
is necessary to measure peak shaving demand to help with
planning and investing in peak shaving units. Unnecessary
demand for peak shaving, a relatively expensive service, needs
to be eliminated wherever possible. To this end, regional
coordination is a good option. Here is an example: at a certain
time, region A generates 10 MWh of power, although it only
needs five MWh. Region B is in the opposite situation. When the
two regions are not connected, both region A and B need five peak
shaving power, adding up to 10. If the two regions are connected
and trade power, the surplus power in region A will be
transmitted to region B. As a result, the peak shaving power
generation in both regions is 0. At the same time, both sides can
also get additional benefits. Region A can increase revenue, and
region B can also reduce power generation cost (the peak shaving
power generation cost is generally higher than the price of foreign
surplus power). Lacking electricity spot markets, China has
established 14 electricity ancillary service markets, including
four areal markets (North China, Northeast China, Northwest
China, and East China) and 10 provincial markets (Xinjiang,
Mengxi, Gansu, Guangdong, etc.,). From January to October
2020, the volume of inter-area and inter-province transactions
amounted to 5,152 and 12,796 × 108 KWh respectively,
accounting for 8.5 and 21% of national electricity generation
(60,288 × 108 KWh) in that period. Therefore, regional
coordination in power systems already has some practical
basis. However, most of these transactions are long-term
contractual ones. Moreover, China’s power peak shaving and
regional coordination currently relies on coal-fired power. Based
on this, the regional coordination mechanism needs to be
improved.

Based on the above-mentioned era background and
development status, it is of great practical significance to study
the gas-fired power demand for peak shaving from the
perspective of regional coordination. The following section is
structured as follows. Section 2 reviews some literature on
methods of calculating peak shaving capacity demand and its
allocation among regions. Section 3 establishes the methods of
electricity peak shaving demand and the demand for gas-fired
peak shaving capacity. Section 4 presents the main calculation
results and their analysis, followed by conclusions and
recommendations in the last section.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Literature on Calculating Power Peak
Shaving Demand
Before calculating peak shaving demand, it is necessary to
introduce the definition. For a load curve, the peak shaving
demand is the peak-valley difference of the curve (within a
certain time) (Zhang et al., 2011). As renewable energy power
is connected to the power grid, peak shaving demand changes
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(usually becoming larger). For example, wind power has an
inverse peak shaving nature. Wind power output curve is
inverse to load curve, calling for other units to reduce more
output (for peak shaving). In an extreme but possible scenario,
where load curve and wind power output curve move in the exact
opposite directions, peak shaving demand equates to the sum of
the peak-valley difference in load curve and the wind power
capacity (Zhang et al., 2011). With renewable energy generation
considered, the framework for calculating peak shaving demand
of a power system (for a certain time horizon) is set up as follows
(Chen, 2020). Firstly, the net load curve is derived. The net load is
equal to the initial load minus renewable power generation.
Secondly, the total peak shaving demand is determined after
considering reserve capacity of power plants. Thirdly, the peak
shaving ability (e.g., peak shaving depth) of power plants is
determined. Finally, the peak shaving capacity demand of the
whole power system is estimated. In determining the capacity of
each peak shaving energy, certain technical and economic
constraints need to be considered. When it comes to
constraints, the commonly used calculation model,
Mathematical Programming, is applicable (Fan et al., 2020).

For different time intervals (peak shaving cycle), peak shaving
demand varies. The shorter the discussed time is, the smaller the
fluctuation of net power load and peak shaving demand is. Time
intervals can be divided into minutes, hours, days, weeks, months,
seasons, and even years. Peak shaving techniques differ for
different time intervals. For example, energy storage is more
suitable for short peak shaving cycles (e.g., minutes), while
thermal units function better for long peak shaving cycles
(e.g., days and longer cycles) (Zhao et al., 2015). In a study of
peak shaving demand of thermal units in eastern Inner Mongolia
(Li, 2020), the author aimed at the peak shaving cycle of hours.
Pimm et al. (2018) considered the temporal differences in loads
and renewable energy generation, such as workday-holiday
difference and summer-winter difference, when studying the
peak shaving effect of distributed battery energy storage in a
certain United Kingdom residential area.

For different targets, peak shaving demand differs. For
example, Zhao et al. (2015) studied the capacity allocation of
hybrid energy storage technologies under different peak shaving
targets. Peak shaving targets were divided into three types. The
first type is smoothing wind power output. By storing energy, the
wind power output (after incorporating battery storage) curve is a
flat line (without considering the load). Under this strategy, the
charging and discharging thresholds are the same value. The
second type is smoothing the net load (wind + load). It aims to
flatten the net load curve, but only for one charge-discharge cycle.
In this case, the continuous charging and discharging times are
long. Charging and discharging thresholds depend on the long-
term load curve, long-term wind power output forecast, and the
battery status. The last type is smoothing the net load, and for
multiple charging and discharging cycles. Each charging-
discharging cycle is short. This target is applicable when
frequent fluctuations of wind power output happens. The
charging and discharging thresholds depend on the short-term
load profile, short-term generation output forecast, and the
battery status. The required battery capacity decreases

sequentially in the three targets. For peak shaving with battery
storage, the load threshold corresponding to the battery discharge
is equivalent to peak shaving threshold of the battery.

How to select charging and discharging thresholds of battery is
important, since it determines peak shaving demand. Although it
is about batteries, this issue sheds light on calculating capacity of
gas-fired power plants. Leadbetter and Swan (2012) used the
quantile method to select the discharge threshold for the power
load duration curve. The curve generally shows a decreasing
trend. The higher the load, the shorter the duration occurs. The
quantile is a load value whose corresponding duration is no less
than the aggregated duration corresponding to a certain
percentage of the load level. For example, there are only three
possible load values, namely 10, 20, and 30 MW, and the
corresponding duration is 3, 2, and 1 h. For this duration
curve (frequency profile), 20 MW is the (2 + 3)/(1 + 2+3) = 5/
6 quantile of the curve. Similarly, 10 and 30 MW are respectively
3/6 and 6/6 quantile. The quantile method of selecting the
discharge threshold means that a certain quantile (load value)
is selected as the threshold value, e.g., 98%. This method
determines the discharge threshold based on discharge time.
For example, with 98% quantile as the threshold value, the
time required to discharge the battery to meet the peak load is
2% (the battery is required to discharge only when the real-time
load exceeds the quantile point). With the discharge threshold
value is determined, the total amount of power required to be
released from the battery will be projected, as will the capacity of
the battery.

For large scale peak shaving, it is necessary to consider the
scale effect. The scale effect of peak shaving means that the cost or
benefit to each member is different when they cooperate
compared to acting individually. Generally, cooperation leads
to cost saving or benefit increase for each member (economy of
scale). When they investigated the peak shaving effect of
distributed battery storage in the United Kingdom, Pimm
et al. (2018) found that the larger the size of the residential
cooperative group, the smaller the average load peak for the users.
Mair et al. (2021) had similar findings. Some problems are
significant at small scales but are mitigated or even eliminated
at large scales. Jankowiak et al. (2020) studied the role and
benefits of battery storage for a single residential day’s load in
Northern Ireland. The authors noticed short time but very high
spike loads (generated when appliances are switched on), and
real-time consumption fluctuation. In the large-scale case, these
issues are no longer apparent for the following reasons. Firstly,
the spike problem is attenuated due to the time differences and
variability of each individual action. Secondly, the load profile for
a large user group is relatively fixed and predictable.

2.2 Literature Related to Cooperative Game
Theory
Given economy of scale, different regions should coordinate in
peak shaving. Regionally coordinated peak shaving means that
the overall peak shaving demand and capacity demand are
calculated with the aggregate net load curve, and then the
management center deploys them to each region. Therefore,
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the direct calculating result under regional coordination is the
overall peak shaving demand and capacity demand of multiple
regions, and how to allocate them to each region is an important
issue. Shapley value is one of the core concepts in cooperative
game theory, which is the allocation of the alliance value (benefit
or cost) to each member. The core idea of this method is to
allocate according to the marginal contribution of each member,
which is relatively fair.

To the best of our knowledge, there are few studies on
allocation of peak shaving demand, let alone applying Shapley
value for the issue. In other issues, there are examples of using
Shapley value to allocate cost or revenue. Examples of using
Shapley value for cost allocation can be seen in the following
issues: allocating cost to two facilities of a combined operating
system, which consists of a cogeneration plant (CCHP) and
power-to-gas (P2G) (Yang et al., 2020); allocating heating
costs to three chemical plants (Jin et al., 2018); and allocating
peak shaving costs to cogeneration units (Hu and Hu, 2015).
Examples on revenue allocation are as follows: allocating
operating profit to multiple cooperating power sales
companies (Acua et al., 2018); allocating the revenue to six
hydro power plants in Lancang River (Shen et al., 2018); and
allocating revenue to thermal power plants (CHP) and virtual
power plants (VPP) (Fang et al., 2020).

In addition to cost and revenue, there are articles using
Shapley value to allocate air pollutants or CO2 emissions.
These articles cover the following issues: allocating carbon
emissions to four key influencing factors of carbon emissions
(e.g., population and economic output) to obtain the influence
degree of each factor on carbon emissions (Yu et al., 2012);
allocating carbon emission allowances in eight regions of China
(Zhang et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2016); allocating CO2 emissions
from refineries across all products (Pierru, 2007); and analyzing
the inter-region cooperation in carbon emission reduction
problem in China (Zeng et al., 2021).

In the process of applying Shapley value, it is necessary to
consider the computation time. For the game of n members, the
number of coalitions to be discussed is 2n (including the empty
coalition). The cost or revenue of each coalition needs to be
calculated, which will take long time if n is large. In this case, it is
necessary to simplify Shapley value method. For example, it
should be simplified when applying Shapley value to study the
distribution of power losses and pollutant emissions among
multiple distributed generation units, Ehsan et al. (2016)
considers only two types of coalitions, namely the great
coalition (including all units) and sub-great coalitions
(including all units except a certain one). Fernando et al.
(2017) used Shapley value to study the benefit allocation of
transmission expansion projects, where two other methods,
namely TOOT and PINT, are mentioned. The two methods
also shed light on the simplification of Shapley value. TOOT
(Take out one at a time) approach assumes that all projects
(including the discussed one, i.e., project A) already exist. When
project A is taken out from the system, the change of the system
benefits is the contribution of project A. PINT (Put in one at a
time) approach assumes that no other projects exist, and the
impact of including project A on system benefits (relative to not

including A) is the contribution of the project. The system
benefits are the total cost of electricity generation (of all
projects), carbon emissions, and unmet demand for electricity.
Both TOOT and PINT are simplified forms of Shapley value
approach, considering some certain coalitions, but not all
possible ones.

Based on the above literature, this article may make theoretical
contributions in the following aspects. Firstly, unlike the existing
research focusing on peak shaving demand with a single small
scope (such as a certain wind farm) (Zhang et al., 2011; Fan et al.,
2020), this paper studies the demand in every province and area
of China for the first time. Considering the differences in time and
space, the paper analyzes the peak shaving demand in three
scenarios of coordination. The research scope selected in this
paper may provide a theoretical reference value for future
research on peak shaving problems in other countries.
Secondly, existing studies hardly systematically analyze the
relationship among load, renewable energy, and various peak
shaving power sources, but focus on one of them instead (Chen,
2020; Fan et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). This paper would fill the
gap to an extent by comprehensively analyzing the constraint
system of deep peak shaving and measuring the demand for start-
stop peak shaving capacity as well as its sensitivity to deep peak
shaving. This part of the research may provide a useful reference
for the future discussion on more complex power peak shaving
systems; Thirdly, most existing research focuses on the peak
shaving demand of a single time interval. Although Pimm et al.
(2018) mentioned load curves of different time intervals, they did
not measure the peak shaving demand of different time intervals,
but the peak shaving demand for a complete week and the
capacity of the energy storage battery. This paper studies peak
shaving demands of multiple time intervals, based on the
following data sets: 24-h data of renewable energy power
generation and 24-h data of typical load on workdays and
holidays. Finally, learning from the research of other issues
such as carbon emission allocation, the paper uses Shapley
value in the peak shaving problem. With existing research, the
paper establishes the simplified model of Shapley value, which
may provide some extra references for the application of the
method.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Before calculating capacity demand of gas-fired peak shaving
power generation (demand for power capacity. The power,
generated in gas-fired plants, is used for peak shaving) in
China, it is necessary to study the total peak shaving demand
of China’s power system. Focusing on these two demands, the
main framework of the following research is shown in Figure 1.

3.1 Measurement Method of Peak Shaving
Demand in Power System
Power peak shaving refers to the power dispatching behavior of
peak shaving power that reduces output at low-load time, and
increases power supply when a load peaks. Since the total design
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capacity of the peak shaving system is determined by the
maximum load, the maximum output of the system is
relatively fixed. The demand for peak shaving is mainly
expressed as the demand for the peak shaving units to reduce
the power output level. With renewable energy connected to a
grid, peak shaving power units have to cope with both the load
fluctuation and renewable energy generation randomness.
Therefore, the final peak shaving demand (F-PSD) can be
simplified as follows.

Final peak shaving demand � Peak shaving demand of load

+ Peak shaving demand of renewable energy power generation
(1)

Due to the difference between load fluctuations and renewable
energy fluctuations, the “+” in Eq. 1 is not a simple addition, but
mainly means the decomposition of peak shaving demand. The
following section will first analyze the peak shaving demand of
load (L-PSD) and renewable energy power generation (REP-PSD)
separately, and then study the final peak shaving demand
(F-PSD). The significance of simplifying the F-PSD is to
clarify the main source of the final demand, which will help
with search for corresponding peak shaving countermeasures. To
stabilize power grid operation, if the peak shaving demandmainly
comes from load fluctuation, then the peak shaving power may be
mainly distributed to the areas with large load fluctuations, and
vice versa. For China, renewable energy powers are mainly
distributed in the west, with the power load in the east, thus
the above discussion is meaningful. If the two peak shaving
demands are similar, it is beneficial to coordinate them, that
is, the F-PSD based on the net load may be significantly less than
the sum of the two peak shaving demands considered separately.

3.1.1 Peak Shaving Demand of Load (L-PSD)
The load curves of China’s provinces share the following
characteristics. Firstly, periodicity. Within a day, the load
curves generally have two peak periods: day peak and night

peak. Secondly, volatility. The load curves fluctuate randomly
from hour to hour and even from minute to minute. Thirdly,
diversity. Diversity includes spatial diversity and temporal
diversity. Spatial diversity means that load curve differs among
regions. Time diversity can be further divided into two categories,
namely time zone divergence and workday-holiday divergence.
Due to the vast size of China, different regions are located in
different time zones so that there is divergence of local times at
the same global time. Obviously, time zone divergence is
distinguished from spatial diversity. Load curve on workdays
is higher than that on holidays. The workday-holiday divergence
refers to the difference between the two load curves. The five
provinces with the largest workday-holiday divergence are
Zhejiang (Average value of load curve on workdays is larger
than that on holidays by 100%. The values in following
parentheses are similar), Shanghai (96%), Chongqing (92%),
Guangdong (88%), and Jiangsu (81%). The specific load curves
for each region can be found in the annex of “Notice on the
Signing of Medium- and Long-term Electricity Contracts in 2021"
(Development and Reform Operation No. 1784 (2020), in
Chinese) of National Energy Administration of China.

According to the above characteristics of load curves and gas-
fired power units, load peak shaving can be cataloged into intra-
hour peak shaving, intra-day peak shaving, intra-week peak
shaving, and so on. Due to data accessibility, only intra-day
and intra-week peak shaving demand of loads (referred to as
id-PSD and iw-PSD) are analyzed in the paper. As for seasonal
peak shaving, other technologies are more applicable than
expensive gas power.

id-PSD equates to the peak-valley difference of load in a 24-h
interval. Coordination of peak shaving between regions will affect
the overall peak shaving demand of China. iw-PSD equates to the
difference in maximum loads between workdays and holidays
(weekdays and weekends). Three scenarios of peak shaving
coordination are considered in the paper, i.e., independent
peak shaving in each province (referred to as “Scenario 1”),

FIGURE 1 | The main frame of the research in this paper. Texts in parentheses show the research methods corresponding to the content above; “consumption
weight” represents required proportion of renewable energy power consumption to total power consumption in each region; “id-PSD”, “iw-PSD”, “ih-PSD” respectively
refers to intra-day peak shaving demand, intra-week peak shaving demand, intra-hour peak shaving demand; “Lwd-Lhd” means max load on weekdays minus that on
holidays; More details are described below.
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areal coordinated peak shaving (“Scenario 2”), and national
coordinated peak shaving (“Scenario 3”). The setting of the
three scenarios is mainly based on the following two facts.
Firstly, China’s Energy Administration has two sub levels:
areal level and provincial level. Secondly, China’s power
trading market is generally divided into provincial market
and regional market. Independent peak shaving by province
means that each provincial load curve (see Supplementary
Table SA1 and Supplementary Table SA2 in Appendix A) is
an independent and complete peak shaving object, with no
coordination between different provinces. Areal
coordinated peak shaving means peak shaving for the
cumulative load curve of each province in the same area
(see Supplementary Table SA3 and Supplementary Table
SA4). National coordinated peak shaving means peak
shaving for the cumulative load curve of all areas (and
thus all provinces) in the country (see “total” indicators
in Supplementary Table SA3 and Supplementary Table
SA4). As the degree of coordination increases (from
Scenario 1 to 3), the overall national peak shaving
demand decreases significantly.

3.1.2 Peak Shaving Demand of Renewable Energy
Power (REP-PSD)
Should load not be considered, the peak shaving demand of
renewable energy generation (REP-PSD) would be the difference
between its maximum output (capacity) and its minimum output.
Similar to the previous load peak shaving demand, REP-PSD
comprises intra-day and intra-hour peak shaving demand
(referred to as id-PSD and ih-PSD, respectively). id-PSD
equates to the peak-valley difference in power output between
different hours. For example, if the renewable energy output
reaches its maximum value at 12:00～12:59 (assuming the
average output of 10 MW during this hour) and its minimum
value at 20:00～20:59 (assuming the average output of 1 MW),
then the id-PSD is 10−1 = 9 MW. ih-PSD equates to the
maximum positive deviation of renewable energy output
within each hour, i.e., the difference between the maximum
output and the average output of each hour. For example, for
12 o’clock (12:00～12:59), the average output is 10 MW and the
maximum output is reached at 12:30 (assumed to be 10.5 MW).
Then the ih-PSD of 12 o’clock is 10.5−10 = 0.5 MW. Obviously,
id-PSD and ih-PSD are additive.

In conclusion, REP-PSD is calculated by the following steps:
Firstly, calculate the capacity of renewable energy generation;
Secondly, calculate the hourly output coefficient (percentage of
capacity) of renewable energy generating units; Finally, calculate
the REP-PSD including id-PSD and ih-PSD.

3.1.2.1 Calculation of Renewable Energy Generation Capacity
Due to scarcity, energy should be supplied based on demand.
Therefore, renewable energy capacity should not be directly taken
as the current capacity data, but needs to be calculated based on
renewable energy consumption. For ecological construction, the
central government of China formulates the required renewable
energy power consumption (proportion of total power
consumption) of each region every year, which grows year by

year. In order to distinguish it from the current generation and
capacity, the required consumption-based generation and
capacity of renewable energy power are defined as the
required generation and capacity of renewable energy
generation (respectively referred to as RG and RC hereinafter).
Energy demand includes local demand and external demand
(from other regions), which are complementary. Based on the
required consumption of renewable energy and connection
between regions, the required generation (RG) and the
required capacity (RC) of renewable energy power in each
region are calculated as shown in Eqss 2 to 4.

For regions with export power and no import power, RG
(corresponding to rsmin ) is calculated as in Equation (2).

d � s − o
rdmin � d × w � (s − o) × w

0{ rsmin � s × w
omin � o × w

(2)

In Equation (2), d, s, o represent respectively power
consumption (local demand), power generation (supply), and
power export (external demand); rdmin and w represent
respectively the minimum renewable energy generation
consumption and consumption weight (required proportion of
renewable energy power consumption in total power
consumption); rsmin and omin represent respectively the
minimum renewable energy generation (RG) and the
minimum power export.

For regions with import power, RG (corresponding to rsmin ) is
calculated as in Equation (3).

d � s + i
rdmin � d × w
ir � i × v ≥ i × w′
rsmin � rdmin − ir

(3)

In Equation (3), i, ir, v, w′ represent respectively import
power, import renewable energy power, and proportion of
renewable energy power generation in the total power
generation at the import source (the region exporting power
to the discussed importing region in Equation (3)), the weight of
renewable energy power consumption at the import source. The
other variables are connoted as above.

For all types of areas, the required renewable energy
generation capacity (RC) is calculated as in Equation (4).

wp � rsmin × λwp
sp � rsmin × λsp
cwp � wp ÷ hwp

csp � sp ÷ hsp

(4)

In Equation (4), wp, sp represent respectively required
generation of wind and PV power in a certain year; λwp and
λsp represent the proportion of wind and PV power in the
renewable energy generation (in addition to wind and solar
energy, renewable energy also includes hydro and biomass
energy); cwp and csp represent the required capacity (RC) of
wind and PV power; hwp and hsp represent the annual utilization
hours of wind and PV power.
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For any variable of Eqss 2 to 4, all types of power are included
unless it is explicitly specified for renewable energy. For example,
s means power generation of all types of energy in a region,
including thermal, nuclear, and renewable energy power. As v is
unknown, i × w′ is used to estimate ir, in other words, ir ≈ i × w′.

Data on power generation and consumption of provinces were
obtained from National Bureau of Statistics of China, and data on
the weight of renewable energy power consumption were
obtained from National Energy Administration of China
(National Development and Reform Commission, 2020). Due
to the lack of power trading data between provinces, this paper
estimates it through the power trading between areas (China
Electricity Union, 2019) and the geographical distance between
provinces (see Supplementary Appendix SB for the estimation
process and results). The utilization hours of wind and PV power
in each province were obtained from reports on power
construction and operation released by National Energy
Administration of China.

3.1.2.2 Calculation of Renewable Energy Power Output
Lacking detailed data on the hourly output of renewable
energy generation in each province, this paper uses the
impacting factor of renewable energy generation to
estimate it. The renewable energy output is equal to the
product of renewable energy capacity and renewable energy
output coefficient, where the latter is the standardized value of
its impacting factor (the maximum value is 1, and it is a
positive indicator). The impacting factor curve
(unstandardized) used for renewable energy output
coefficient is referred to as the coefficient curve.

The coefficient curve has both a trend and fluctuation nature.
For this reason, the hourly values can be divided into two parts,
i.e., trend value and fluctuation value. In the coefficient curve,
value on the (estimated) trend line is trend value of each hour,
while the part of the actual value above the trend value (positive
deviation) is the fluctuation value. Considering randomness, the
fluctuation rate (ratio of fluctuation value to max trend value)
should be uniform for 24 h, although the rate calculated for each
hour may vary. For example, if only 3 hours are considered, and
the fluctuation rates measured based on actual data are 10, 20, and
30%, then the fluctuation rate for each hour is unified to 30% to
better describe the peak shaving demand within any hour. For the
best fitting of the trend line, this paper uses Taylor series in Excel,
in other words, polynomial function.

For the coefficient curve of wind power output, the hourly data
of wind force (see Supplementary Table SC1) is used. This data is
taken from China Meteorological Administration (which
publishes the data of the last few days every day) and covers
24-h wind force (corresponding to the indicator “2-min average
wind speed”) of each province on 24 July 2021. Based on this data,
the trend value and fluctuation value of coefficient curve can be
calculated. For coefficient curve of PV with obvious distribution
characteristics (Li, 2020), the trend value is simulated according
to the normal distribution. To calculate fluctuation values of PV
coefficient curve, the hourly temperature data published by China
Meteorological Administration is used (see Supplementary
Table SC2).

The trend value of the coefficient curve is standardized to be
the hourly average output coefficient of the renewable energy.
The standardization of trend value is to divide the trend value for
each hour by the largest trend value. The (uniform) fluctuation
rate is used as the intra-hour fluctuation coefficient of renewable
energy output. Based on the two coefficients above, the renewable
energy generation output curve for each province consists of the
following two components. Firstly, hourly average output, which
is obtained by multiplying the required renewable energy
generation capacity (RC) and the hourly average output
coefficient. Secondly, intra-hour fluctuation, which is obtained
by multiplying RC and the intra-hour fluctuation coefficient. In
an areal coordination scenario (Scenario 2), the renewable energy
output curve of each area is calculated as follows. Firstly, wind
power output curve of each area is obtained by accumulating that
of all provinces in the area. After that, trend value and fluctuation
rate of the curve can be calculated to obtain the hourly average
output and intra-hour fluctuation. Secondly, for PV output, the
areal hourly average output is obtained by accumulating the
hourly average output of all province in the area; the
fluctuation rate is calculated by the areal average temperature
curve, which is then multiplied by the maximum hourly average
output to obtain intra-hour fluctuation. Thirdly, the hourly
average output of different energies (wind and solar) is
summed to obtain the hourly average output of renewable
energies (wind and solar) as a whole. The overall intra-hour
fluctuation of renewable energies is obtained in a similar way. For
the renewable energy output curve of the whole country under a
national coordination scenario (Scenario 3), the hourly average
output of the whole country is obtained by summing up the
hourly average outputs of all seven areas; the fluctuation rate is
taken as the average value of that of all seven areas. The intra-
hour fluctuation of renewable energy output is obtained by
multiplying the max value of hourly average output and the
fluctuation rate. Different output components correspond to
different time intervals of peak shaving demand (see below).

3.1.2.3 Calculation of Peak Shaving Demand of Renewable
Energy Power (REP-PSD).

Based on the calculation results of renewable energy output,
and with the load unconsidered here, REP-PSD is calculated as
follows. The peak-valley difference of hourly average output is the
intra-day peak shaving demand (id-PSD), while the intra-hour
fluctuation is the intra-hour peak shaving demand (ih-PSD). The
sum of id-PSD and ih-PSD is the total REP-PSD.

3.1.3 Final Peak Shaving Demand (F-PSD)
Based on the above analysis, F-PSD can be calculated. Due to
advantages of coordinated peak shaving, the paper only calculates
the F-PSD of each area (not province) in Scenario 2 and 3. Since
coordination means simultaneous action, the hourly data of load
and renewable energy output involved is adjusted according to
the time zone used before (with Xinjiang time as base time). The
calculation steps of F-PSD are narrated as follows.

1) Calculate the load. The load is divided into two types: load on
workdays and load on holidays. The loads of each province
(corresponding to Scenario 1) are accumulated to generate the
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areal coordinated loads of seven areas (corresponding to
Scenario 2), which are then accumulated to form the
national coordinated load (corresponding to Scenario 3).

2) Calculate the renewable energy power output. It includes the
hourly average output and intra-hour fluctuation, as described
in Subsection 3.1.2.

3) Calculate the backup power output (i.e., net load in some
articles). The backup power is conventional generating units
other than renewable energy (it has the priority to connect to
the grid). Backup power output includes average output and
fluctuating output. The average hourly output of backup
power is equal to the difference between the hourly load
and the average hourly output of renewable energy.
Fluctuating output includes fluctuations on different time
intervals: intra-week fluctuation (from load) and intra-hour
fluctuation (from renewable energy). The areal and national
average hourly output curves are obtained directly by adding
up the average output curves of each province. The intra-week
fluctuation and intra-hour fluctuation are described in the
previous section (see Subsection 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).

4) Calculate the final peak shaving demand (F-PSD). Through
the previous analysis, the F-PSD includes intra-week peak
shaving demand (iw-PSD), intra-day peak shaving demand
(id-PSD), intra-hour peak shaving demand (ih-PSD), and
operating reserve capacity (peak shaving demand at any
time), which are additive. iw-PSD comes from load curves
(see Subsection 3.1.1 for details). ih-PSD comes from
renewable power output curves (see Subsection 3.1.2 for
details). id-PSD is equal to the peak-valley difference of
average output of backup power (calculated in step 3). The
operating reserve capacity is the product of maximum load
and the reserve rate (8%) (Li, 2020).

In the national coordination scenario (Scenario 3), the direct
calculation result based on the national backup power output
curve is the total peak shaving demand of the country, which
needs to be allocated to each area. For different peak shaving
demands, the allocation method is different. For id-PSD,
considering the different roles of each area in the national
coordinated peak shaving demand, this paper adopts Shapley
value to allocate the national coordinated peak shaving demand
to each area. The traditional Shapley value requires discussion of
all possible area alliances, with seven areas corresponding to as
many as 27 � 128 (ordered) alliances. To simplify the calculation,
only two types of alliances are considered in this paper including
the great alliance consisting of all areas and sub-great alliance
consisting of all areas except the discussed area. In this way, the
marginal contribution of each area is equal to the value of the
great alliance minus that of the sub-great alliance, which is then
divided by the number of areas to obtain Shapley value of the area
(see Supplementary Appendix SD for details). For ih-PSD,
because the national ih-PSD is related to the average of ih-
PSD of each region, the national ih-PSD is linear with the that
of each region. Therefore, we allocate the national ih-PSD
obtained in Scenario 3 according to the proportion of ih-PSD
of each area in Scenario 2. For allocation of iw-PSD, theoretically,
Shapley value is applicable. As the difference between the overall

national peak shaving demand in Scenario 2 and 3 is relatively
small, the above-mentioned proportional allocation method is
also used for the sake of simpler calculation.

3.2 Calculation of Demand for Gas-Fired
Power Capacity
Bases on economy analysis, peak shaving priority is given to deep
peak shaving of coal power, so that the start-stop peak shaving
demand (SS-PSD) is equal to the final peak shaving demand
(F-PSD) minus the deep peak shaving demand (D-PSD). D-PSD
is subject to the following constraints. Firstly, peak shaving depth
constraint. For deep peak shaving, there is a maximum peak
shaving depth. In other words, there is a lower bound of D-PSD
given a certain F-PSD, denoted as “lower capacity bound under
depth constraint”; Secondly, load constraint. Since deep peak
shaving units operate continuously, their capacity cannot be
lower than the peak of the corresponding load curve (i.e., the
above backup power curve), denoted as “lower capacity bound
under load constraint”; Thirdly, load factor constraint. For
economic efficiency, the operation of deep peak shaving units
must meet a certain minimum average load factor, so there is a
maximum capacity of the units given a certain load curve,
denoted as “upper capacity bound under load factor
constraint”. Given the load curve, the above three capacity
bounds of deep peak shaving units are determined by the
capacity of start-stop units, which are able to shave peak of
the backup power curve to an extent. In other words, the above
capacity constraints need to be satisfied when deciding the start-
stop capacity (SS-PSD). There are possibly many start-stop
capacities that satisfy the above constraint, among which the
smallest one should be taken due to natural gas resource
limitations. Therefore, the following Mathematical
Programming set (see Supplementary Appendix SB for the
calculation process) is used to determine the SS-PSD. Firstly,
the objective function is to minimize the SS-PSD, where the start-
stop units include intra-day start-stop units (units that operate
during peak hours and shut down during valley hours within a
day) and intra-week start-stop units (units that operate on
workdays and shut down on holidays); Secondly, the
constraints are the above three constraints. Using the above
programming model, the SS-PSD of each area in Scenario 2
and the national capacity in Scenario 3 are obtained. In Scenario
3, the total national capacity needs to be allocated to each area
according to certain rules. Similar to the previous peak shaving
demand allocation, this paper uses Shapley value as the allocation
rule (see Supplementary Appendix SD) to meet the fairness
requirement.

To calculate SS-PSD, the parameters related to deep peak
shaving units (thus related to SS-PSD) are set as follows: Firstly,
the peak shaving depth is assumed to be 70% (i.e., the minimum
operating load is 30%); Secondly, based on existing coal power
units (Wang et al., 2019), the minimum economic average load
factors of deep peak shaving units in each area are listed as
follows: North China (70.45%), Northeast China (59.26%), East
China (71.75%), Central China (72.03%), South China (52.82%),
Southwest China (63.17%), and Northwest China (69.05%).
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3.3 Sensitivity Analysis
The above parameters related to deep peak shaving units are the
current (baseline) values. To take information uncertainty and future
technology update into account, sensitivity analysis is required.
Considering the benefits of regional coordination, the paper
analyzes the sensitivity of national SS-PSD to deep peak shaving
ability of deep peak shaving units in Scenario 3, and the detailed steps
are given as follows: Firstly, calculate the change of national SS-PSD
after deep peak shaving ability decreases by 20% (bothminimum load
and minimum average load factor increase by 20%); Secondly,
calculate the change of national SS-PSD after deep peak shaving
ability increases by 20% (both minimum load and minimum average
load factor decrease by 20%).

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Results of Power Peak Shaving Demand
4.1.1 Results of Peak Shaving Demand of Load
(L-PSD)
According to the load curves on workdays (Supplementary Table
SA1 and Supplementary Table SA3), in Scenario 1～3, the
national intra-day peak shaving demands (id-PSD) are 246 ×
1000 MW, 230 × 1000MW, and 219 × 1000 MW, respectively.
According to the load curves on holidays (Supplementary Table
SA2 and Supplementary Table SA4), in the above three
scenarios, the national id-PSDs are 166 × 1000 MW, 155 ×
1000 MW, and 143 × 1000 MW, respectively. Compared with
Scenario 1, in Scenario 2, the load peak shaving demands on
workdays and holidays are reduced by 2.35%～13.6 and 0.01%～
2.21%, respectively, where the reduction rate varies in different
areas. Compared with Scenario 1, in Scenario 3, the national id-
PSD on workdays and holidays are reduced by 27 × 1000 MW
and 23 × 1000 MW, or by 11 and 14%, respectively. 27 ×
1000 MW exceeds the average load on workdays in 22
provinces, and 23 × 1000 MW exceeds the average load on

holidays in 24 provinces. The results show huge economic
benefit brought by national coordination.

According to the relevant data (Supplementary Tables
SA1–SA4), the national intra-week peak shaving demands (iw-
PSD) on holidays in the three scenarios are 272 × 1000 MW,
269.2 × 1000 MW, and 268.8 × 1000 MW. It can be seen that the
iw-PSD has also been reduced by regional coordination. The max
load on workdays in each province is greater than that on
holidays, so there is no iw-PSD on workdays.

Given that there is no iw-PSD on workdays, the id-PSD is also
the total load peak shaving demand (L-PSD) on workdays. The
total L-PSD on holidays is the sum of the id-PSD and the iw-PSD.
Under the three scenarios, the national L-PSDs on holidays are
438 × 1000 MW, 424.2 × 1000 MW, and 411.8 × 1000 MW,
respectively. In the end, the total L-PSD shall be the larger one
between L-PSD on workdays and that on holidays. In Scenario 3,
the total L-PSDs in East and South China are significantly higher
than that in other areas of China, accounting for 44 and 18% of
the country’s total demand respectively.

4.1.2 Results of Peak Shaving Demand of Renewable
Energy Power (REP-PSD)
Table 2 shows the calculation results of the required capacity of
renewable energy power (RC) of each province in China. The
capacity is taken as the larger between the estimated value (Eqs 2-
4) and actual value (2019).

Table 3 shows the calculation results of peak shaving demand
of renewable energy power (REP-PSD) in each area in Scenario 1
and 2. Due to the time and spatial difference of renewable energy
output, the REP-PSD in each area in Scenario 2 is smaller than
that in Scenario 1. According to Table 3, regardless of area, the
REP-PSD in Scenario 2 is reduced by more than 100% compared
to Scenario 1. In other words, the REP-PSD in Scenario 1 is more
than twice that in Scenario 2. In Scenario 3, the national REP-PSD
is 349.6 × 1000 MW, with further decreases compared to that in
Scenario 2.

TABLE 2 | Required capacity of renewable energy power (RC).

Province Required capacity of
wind power (MW)

Required capacity of PV
(MW)

Total (MW) Province Required capacity of
wind power (MW)

Required capacity of PV
(MW)

Total (MW)

Beijing 200 100 200 Inner Mongolia 34,200 11,900 46,100
Tianjin 2,700 5,100 7,800 Jilin 7,200 2,900 10,100
Hebei 14,800 9,600 24,500 Heilongjiang 9,200 3,000 12,200
Liaoning 8,000 2,500 10,400 Anhui 8,900 26,400 35,200
Shanghai 800 100 900 Fujian 5,600 700 6,300
Jiangsu 9,300 8,200 17,500 Hubei 7,800 8,600 16,400
Zhejiang 2,200 5,800 8,000 Sichuan 7,300 4,400 11,700
Jiangxi 2,600 3,800 6,300 Guizhou 5,900 6,900 12,800
Shandong 25,000 14,000 39,000 Yunnan 16,600 6,700 23,300
Henan 12,000 12,100 24,000 Tibet 0 1,100 1,100
Hunan 5,100 2,100 7,200 Shaanxi 8,400 15,300 23,700
Guangdong 4,400 3,000 7,400 Gansu 12,800 8,400 21,100
Guangxi 4,300 1700 6,000 Qinghai 4,700 13,600 18,300
Hainan 1,100 4,400 5,500 Ningxia 16,300 13,400 29,700
Chongqing 600 600 1,100 Xinjiang 30,400 16,200 46,600
Shanxi 22,200 16,300 38,400 — — — —
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In Scenario 3, the national L-PSD and REP-PSD are 411.8 ×
1000 MW and 349.6 × 1000 MW, respectively. The above two
peak shaving demands are not very different, which means that
the they deserve similar degrees of attention, and that there may
be economy of scope if they are considered in coordination as
shown in the following paragraphs.

4.1.3 Results of Final Peak Shaving Demand (F-PSD)
It is calculated that the hourly average output of backup power in
North China and Northwest China has negative values in some
periods, representing renewable energy output exceeding the load
in the areas. If there is no coordination (Scenario 2) between areas
(e.g., North and Central China), then a negative hourly output of
backup power means that renewable energy power that exceeds
the load must be abandoned (the abandoned amount is calculated
to be 110,766 MWh), and the peak shaving demand is the entire
load. If there is coordination between areas (Scenario 3), then the
renewable energy power that exceeds the load can be fully
absorbed, reducing the amount of renewable energy
abandonment and the areal peak shaving demand.

Table 4 shows the calculation results of final peak shaving
demand (F-PSD). According to Table 4, the following further
results can be obtained. Firstly, the F-PSD in Scenario 3 is less
than that in Scenario 2, especially the F-PSD on workdays (the
reduction rate reaches 7.21%). Compared with Scenario 2, the
F-PSD on workdays in North China in Scenario 3 has the largest
decrease rate, reaching about 14%. Secondly, the load on holidays

in each area is lower than that on workdays, so the former has
intra-week peak shaving demand, while the latter does not.
Thirdly, East China has the highest F-PSD, followed by North
China, and Northeast China has the lowest demand. The highest
F-PSD in East China stems from the highest load and renewable
energy capacity. The high F-PSD in North China is mainly due to
high renewable energy capacity (mainly from Inner Mongolia).
The lowest F-PSD in Northeast China is due to the lowest load.

According to Table 4, in Scenario 3, the national F-PSD is 656.3 ×
1000MW, which is the peak shaving demand when the load and
renewable energy are considered in coordination. According to the
previous results (the last paragraph of Subsection 4.1.2), the sum of
the national L-PSD and the REP-PSD is 761.4 × 1000MW, which is
the peak shaving demand when the load and renewable energy are
considered independently. The above two demands are significantly
different. Thus, the coordinated consideration of load and renewable
energy has economy of scope. The findings herewould be of reference
significance for peak shaving resource planning and investment
decision-making.

4.2 Results of Demand for Gas-Fired Power
Capacity
Even in Scenario 2 and Scenario 3, the start-stop peak shaving
capacity (SS-PSC) of 0 is not a feasible solution. In other words,
when the SS-PSC is 0, no deep peak shaving capacity (D-PSC)
value can meet its three constraints (See section 3.2) at the same
time. Therefore, in order to support the development of
renewable energy, SS-PSC is inevitable. The calculation results
of SS-PSC of each area in Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 are shown in
Table 5. According to Table 5, compared with Scenario 2, the
total SS-PSC in Scenario 3 is greatly reduced, the intra-day SS-
PSC is sharply reduced to 0 MW, and the intra-week SS-PSC is
slightly increased. Overall, nearly half (375,838-255,126 =
120,712 MW) of the SS-PSC investment has been avoided
through national coordination. In Scenario 3, China’s total
demand for SS-PSC is 255,126 MW, accounting for about
11.6% of the total installed power generation capacity in
China. The three areas with the largest demand for SS-PSC
are East China (EC), North China (NC) and Northwest China
(NW). Figure 2A intuitively shows the comparison of SS-PSC
between areas.

TABLE 3 | Demand for peak shaving of renewable energy power (REP-PSD).

Area Scenario 2 (MW) Scenario 1 (MW) Reduction rate (%)

NC 86,984 205,045 136
NE 22,916 54,336 137
EC 93,030 201,286 116
CC 34,117 81,924 140
SC 16,590 36,297 119
SW 36,210 93,654 159
NW 99,949 249,143 149
Total 389,797 921,684 136

NC, NE, EC, CC, SC, SW, NW, respectively represents North China, Northeast China,
East China, Central China, South China, Southwest China, Northwest China; The
reduction rate is the ratio of the reduction to the demand in Scenario 2.

TABLE 4 | Final peak shaving demand (F-PSD) in various areas in China.

F-PSD in scenario 2 (MW) F-PSD in scenario 3 (MW) Reduction (MW) Reduction rate

Area Workdays Holidays Workdays Holidays Workdays Holidays Workdays Holidays

NC 99,560 94,386 94,836 93,365 4,724 1,021 5.0% 1.09%
NE 33,640 33,307 33,338 32,993 302 314 0.9% 0.95%
EC 164,228 234,468 143,918 215,731 20,310 18,737 14.1% 8.69%
CC 59,247 73,605 58,450 73,331 797 275 1.4% 0.37%
SC 60,151 89,958 58,785 88,107 1,366 1,851 2.3% 2.10%
SW 57,895 67,925 55,967 67,624 1,928 301 3.4% 0.45%
NW 78,662 77,954 70,887 75,898 7,775 2,056 11.0% 2.71%
Total 553,383 671,603 516,181 656,255 37,202 15,348 7.2% 2.34%

NC, NE, EC, CC, SC, SW, NW, respectively represents North China, Northeast China, East China, Central China, South China, Southwest China, Northwest China; The reduction rate is
the ratio of the reduction to the demand in Scenario 2.
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Based on the allocation of SS-PSC according to Shapley value
(fairness principle), it is also necessary to consider the efficiency of
building SS-PSC. In other words, it should be constructed according
to the efficiency principle, i.e., “who has lower cost, who buildsmore”.
According to the efficiency principle, the areal distribution of SS-PSC
may not be consistent with that of the fairness principle, but this does
not deny the necessity of the latter. This is because the allocation of
SS-PSC under the fairness principle represents the responsibilities
and rights of each region. When the economy of SS-PSC is poor, no
area is willing to invest in construction under the efficiency principle.
At this time, allocating mandatory construction indicators to each
region according to the fairness principle is the premise of promoting
the SS-PSC construction. At present, gas-fired power plants are
mainly Combined Heat and Power plant (CHP), and there are
few start-stop peak shaving power plants. Under the pressure of
carbon neutralization and renewable energy power utilization, the

construction of gas-fired peak shaving power plants is urgent. The
current paid auxiliary power market in China is only for the
operation of existing units, not for the allocation of SS-PSC
among areas. Therefore, the results of SS-PSC allocation based on
the above fairness principle has practical guiding significance.

As the living habits, industrial structure, and climate in each
area are relatively stable, the load curves and renewable energy
endowments remain relatively stable. Therefore, the allocation of
SS-PSC in accordance with the fairness principle would not
change significantly over time. Based on this, the allocation of
SS-PSC can be clarified as early as possible in policy. SS-PSC
allocation in fairness principle corresponds to the mandatory
allocated indicators, and that in the efficiency principle
corresponds to expected actual utilization of the indicators.
The areas with high SS-PSC demand (East China, North
China, and Northwest China) should be encouraged to take

TABLE 5 | | Start-stop peak shaving capacity demand (SS-PSD) in each region.

Scenario Scenario 2 (MW) Scenario 3 (MW) Reduction
rate

Type Id-PSD. Iw-PSD Total-
PSD

Id-PSD. Iw-PSD
(Total-
PSD)

Total-PSD

Time wd hd Wd-hd Wd-hd wd hd Wd-hd Wd-hd

NC 72,009 55,028 39,358 111,367 0 0 40,162 −63.94%
NE 1,297 964 0 1,297 0 0 372 −71.32%
EC 0 0 116,700 116,700 0 0 119,357 2.28%
CC 0 0 19,868 19,868 0 0 22,525 13.37%
SC 0 0 12,599 12,599 0 0 13,338 5.87%
SW 0 0 26,451 26,451 0 0 29,021 9.72%
NW 57,908 48,306 29,648 87,556 0 0 30,352 −65.33%
Total 131,214 104,297 244,624 375,838 0 0 255,126 −32.12%

NC, NE, EC, CC, SC, SW, NW, respectively represent North China, Northeast China, East China, Central China, South China, Southwest China, Northwest China; id-PSD, iw-PSD,
respectively represents intra-day SS-PSD, and intra-week SS-PSD; wd, hd respectively represent workdays and holidays; The reduction rate is the ratio of the Total-PSD, reduction
between Scenario 2 and 3 to the Total-PSD, in Scenario 2.

FIGURE 2 | Distribution of gas peak shaving capacity demand in areas in Scenario 3 (A) and National peak shaving demand (F-PSD) and capacity demand (SS-
PSD) under Scenario 2 and 3 (B). For the sake of simplicity, some islands are not drawn in the (A). The darker color in the figure means the greater demand for peak
shaving capacity in the area. In the (B), the small red rectangles and circles represent the sensitivity analysis results of capacity demand on deep peak shaving capacity.
The small rectangle represents the capacity demand (SS-PSD) when the deep peak shaving ability (D-PSA) decreases by 20% (Scenario 3). The small circle
represents the SS-PSD when the D-PSA increases by 20% (Scenario 3).
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the lead in building areal trading market for SS-PSC. In this
trading market, provinces owning allocated SS-PSC and failing to
use them economic-efficiently should sell SS-PSC to provinces in
the opposite situation. The nominal income of capacity sales may
be either positive or negative. When a positive income can be
obtained from start-stop peak shaving, the sales income is
positive; otherwise, it is negative (corresponding to the cost of
entrusting other provinces to build SS-PSC). Regardless of the
nominal income, compared to self-built case, selling SS-PSC can
increase the income or reduce the cost, which means the actual
income is always positive. The final transaction price is formed
spontaneously in the market. Since Scenario 3 can largely reduce
the demand for SS-PSC, a national capacity trading market
should be established on the basis of areal trading markets in
the future.

In order to promote sufficient investment in flexible power
generation, capacity market mechanism has been implemented
by some countries (DECC, 2012; Hach and Spinler, 2016). It
should be noted that the concept of the existing power capacity
market is different from that in this paper. The former refers to
the transaction of reserve power generation capacity between grid
companies and power plants in order to stabilize power systems
(Hou et al., 2015), while the latter refers to SS-PSC transactions
between various regions.

Although better than other peak shaving technologies, the
economy of gas-fired power generation are not yet satisfactory,
especially for China. Firstly, it is difficult to guarantee gas
supply. China is already the largest importer of natural gas,
and its dependence on foreign gas in 2020 exceeded 43%. Thus,
it is not easy to meet the demand for gas-fired power (Li and
Bai, 2010). Secondly, carbon prices are not high enough.
China’s national carbon market has just started to operate in
2021, and carbon prices will not be strong enough for a certain
period in the future, which is not conducive to the development
of gas-fired power (IEA, 2020c). Thirdly, China requires much
more investment in gas turbines. As of 2020, China’s installed
capacity of gas-fired power was 98,020 MW, which is about
40% of the estimated capacity demand (255,126 MW, Table 5)
in this paper. In addition, China’s existing gas-fired power
plants are mainly (if not totally) CCGT units, rather than
OCGT. OCGT is more suitable for start-stop peak shaving.
In order to fill the gap of SS-PSC, substantial investment in
OCGT units is required in future. Due to low utilization rates,
the leveling cost of OCGT is approximately 1.6 times that of
CCGT (IEA, 2020d). The economy of gas-fired power plant
investment will also be potentially challenged by many new
peak shaving technologies.

Facing the challenge of economy of gas-fired power, China
may need the idea of grading peak shaving demand. In peak
shaving demand, there are always some parts more urgent and
economical than other parts, which should be met first. Of course,
when it comes to specific investment, a detailed tech-economic
evaluation needs to be carried out first.

4.3 Results of Sensitivity Analysis
When the deep peak shaving ability of existing power units
increases by 20%, China’s SS-PSC demand sharply drops to

102,659 MW (all of it is intra-week SS-PSC). Compared with
the SS-PSC of the base case (255,126 MW), the drop rate is 60%,
and the sensitivity coefficient is about 3. When the deep peak
shaving ability of existing units drops by 20%, China’s SS-PSC
demand rises to 348,619 MW (including 56,591 MW of intra-day
SS-PSC), and the sensitivity coefficient is 1.83. Figure 2B visually
shows the sensitivity analysis results. It can be seen that SS-PSC
demand is very sensitive to deep peak shaving ability of existing
units. Flexibility retrofit of existing units can greatly reduce the
demand for SS-PSC, which is good news for China (and maybe
some other countries), where the cost of natural gas utilization is
relatively high.

Flexibility retrofit has been seen in Chinese government
documents. China’s “13th Five-Year Plan for Electric Power
Development” required that, during the 13th Five-Year Plan
period (2015～2020), the min capacity for flexibility retrofit of
CHP and condensing units in three north areas (Northeast, North
China, and Northwest) are about 133 × 1000 MW and 82 ×
1000 MW respectively, and that the retrofit capacity of
condensing units in other areas is about 4.5 × 1000 MW, so
the total required retrofit capacity is about 220 × 1000 MW.
Shanxi Energy Bureau (2020) required that by the end of 2020,
the retrofit capacity of coal power units of each power generation
company should not be less than the company’s renewable energy
installed capacity.

However, flexibility retrofit of power plants was not
progressing as expected. As of May 2019, coal-fired power
generation units in the three north areas have only completed
24% of the goals of the “13th Five-Year Plan for Electric Power
Development” (China Electricity Council, 2019). Among the
22 pilot projects, Northeast and North China completed 80
and 25% respectively. Northwest China completed less.
Northeast China introduced ancillary service compensation
policies in 2016 with reasonable compensation, which
accounts for high retrofit motivation of local plants. For
most areas of China, insufficient economic compensation
for peak shaving is an important reason for the low
completion degree of flexibility retrofit (China Electricity
Council, 2019). In 2018, China’s ancillary service
compensation fee accounted for 0.83% of the total on-grid
electricity fee, which is much lower than 2.5% in US PJM
market and 8% in the United Kingdom. In addition, a lack of
enthusiasm for flexible transformation in most parts of China
may also be resulted from the fact that the past investment of
some units has not been fully recovered. Compared with coal-
fired power plants in developed countries, China’s coal-fired
power plants have shorter operating times. Coupled with the
previous environmental protection retrofit, some units in
China may need more time to recover their investment.

In terms of peak shaving compensation, it may not be the
best strategy for each province to formulate compensation
policies independently, especially for the situation that there
is a large amount of power export in the three northern areas.
Considering the economy of scale effect brought by regional
coordination, formulating compensation policy coordinately
for deep peak shaving may be better, as in Scenario 3. The
details are given as follows. The overall demand for deep peak
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shaving is supposed to be determined from the perspective of
national coordination. With the above overall demand, some
reasonable rules (such as Shapley value) are used to allocate
the peak shaving demand of each region. After that, the
market determines the actual implementation of deep peak
shaving and flexibility retrofit of power plants.

In terms of investment recovery, it may be reasonable to
allocate more responsibility of flexibility retrofit to those coal-
fired and renewable energy units that have recovered all (or the
majority of) their investment. In other words, the new and old
units should be coordinated.

5 CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS,
AND OUTLOOKS

Faced with the requirements of carbon neutralization and the
rapid development of renewable energy, it is more and more
important to develop gas-fired power for peak shaving in China.
However, the development of gas power in China is relatively
slow. There are few existing studies on the peak shaving systems
of large-scale spatial scopes and multi-time intervals. At the same
time, some articles pointed out the economy of scale and the
concept of different time intervals for peak shaving. Against this
background, from the perspective of regional coordination and
multi-time interval, this paper applies Taylor series,
Mathematical Programming, and Shapley value to study the
peak shaving demand of the power system and peak shaving
capacity demand of gas-fired power in China. The main
conclusions of the paper are as follows.

Regional coordination can greatly reduce the demand for
peak shaving and the abandonment of renewable energy
power generation. Firstly, compared with the scenario of
independent peak shaving in each province (Scenario 1),
the load peak shaving demand on workdays and holidays
under the areal coordination scenario (Scenario 2) are
reduced by 2.35%～13.6 and 0.01%～2.21%, respectively,
where the reduction rates differ among areas. Secondly,
compared with Scenario 1, the peak shaving demand of
renewable energy power generation in each area is greatly
reduced in Scenario 2, with reduction rates of 116%～159%.
Thirdly, coordination between provinces of the same area
(Scenario 2) is not enough, since 110,766 MWh of renewable
energy power would be abandoned in North China and
Northwest China in the scenario. National coordinated
peak shaving (Scenario 3) can completely avoid the above-
mentioned abandonment of renewable energy power.
Compared with Scenario 2, the final peak shaving demands
on workdays and holidays in Scenario 3 are reduced by 0.91%
～14.11 and 0.37%～8.69%, respectively.

Regional coordination (Scenario 2 or 3) fails to completely
eliminate the demand for gas-fired power peak shaving, but is
able to reduce it to a large extent. In any scenario, the pure deep
peak shaving mode without start-stop peak shaving cannot meet
the following constraints at the same time, namely peak shaving
depth constraint, load constraint, and load factor constraint.
Compared with areal coordination (Scenario 2), the national

coordination (Scenario 3) avoids 100% (131,214 MW) of intra-
day start-stop peak shaving capacity demand (SS-PSC) with
minor increase of intra-week SS-PSC demand (4.29%,
10,502 MW).

Through flexibility retrofit of existing units, the demand for
SS-PSC can be further reduced significantly.

Based on the previous analysis, the paper presents some
policy recommendations as follows. Firstly, it is necessary to
establish areal coordination and national coordination
mechanisms for power peak shaving. Secondly, with the
good stability of SS-PSC allocation under the fairness
principle, SS-PSC allocation needs to be clarified as soon as
possible in policy. This will help to promote the
implementation of start-stop peak shaving responsibilities
in regions, and preparation for the large-scale investment
and construction of SS-PSC in the future. Thirdly, with large
peak shaving demand, the three areas, including East China,
Central China, and North China, are supposed to establish
areal capacity trading markets. Fourthly, given the economy
uncertainty, it is necessary to give priority to meeting the peak
shaving demand with most urgency and economic-efficiency.
Finally, in order to promote the flexibility retrofit of existing
power units, both regional coordination mechanisms and
coordination mechanisms between new and old units
should be established.

However, there are some shortcomings in this paper, and
further research is needed. Firstly, the renewable energy capacity
in this paper is for the short-term future, and the medium-term or
even long-term renewable energy capacity needs to be predicted
in following research. Secondly, this paper ignores demand-side
response or interruptible load, assuming that all loads need to be
met. Load interruption as a way of peak shaving also requires
costs (similar to peak shaving costs). Nonetheless, as technologies
such as virtual power plants mature in the future, load
interruption costs and peak shaving costs need to be
compared and analyzed before calculating peak shaving demand.
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